
Developing Your Elevator Speech for Job Seekers 
 

 

Who You Are_______________________________________ 

  

  

What You Do______________________________________ 

  

  

Why Should People Hire You?__________________________________ 

  

___________________________________________________________________ 

  

___________________________________________________________________ 

  

What’s Your Hook? __________________________________________________ 

  

___________________________________________________________________ 

  

___________________________________________________________________ 

 
Questions to ask yourself in perfecting the perfect elevator speech/30 second commercial. 

  

WHO are you? As a potential employee? Are you someone who knows Microsoft Office? or are 

you someone that can create a Newsletter in Microsoft Publisher that will know my socks off? 

What are your strengths?  

  

WHAT is the most interesting thing about you and your skillset? What is unique about things 

you have done? What did you excel at in school or have a specialty for that is unique? 

  

WHY Should People Hire You? Can you save them money? Or can you save them thousands of 

dollars?  ---  Can you help them grow their business? Or can you help them with how the best 

way to help grow their business for free? 

  

#1, what can you add to it that WILL make someone ask questions? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Developing Your Elevator Speech for Business People 

 

 
Who You Are_______________________________________ 

 

 

What You Do______________________________________ 

 

 

Why Should People Use/Buy from You?__________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

What’s Your Hook? __________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 
Questions to ask your self in perfecting the perfect elevator speech/30 second commercial. 

 

WHO are you? As a business person? Are you someone who finds people jobs? or 

are you someone that connects exceptional people with innovative companies? 

 

WHAT is the most interesting thing about your business? Have you been in 

business for 20 years? Or were you formerly in sales and now you design beautiful 

and creative media that will enhance any businesses presence? 

 

WHY Should People Use/Buy from You? Can you save them money? Or can you 

save them thousands of dollars?  ---  Can you help them with their taxes? Or can 

you show them how the best way to use deductions without getting audited? 

 

#1, what can you add to it that WILL make someone ask questions? 
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Questions to ask yourself in perfecting the perfect elevator speech. 

 

• Who are you? As a business person, on a personal level. 

• What is the most interesting thing about you? Or your business? Or the business you work for? 

• Why would someone want to use your business? Or the business you work for? 

• What does the business you own or work for offer that’s unique and special? 

• #1, what can you add to it that WILL make someone ask questions? 

 

The 10 Steps of an Effective Elevator Pitch 

 

1. Concise: An effective elevator pitch contains as few words as possible, but no fewer. 

2. Clear: Rather than being filled with acronyms, MBA-speak, and ten-dollar words, an effective elevator pitch 

can be understood by your grandparents, your spouse, and your children. 

3. Compelling: An effective elevator pitch explains the problem your Solution solves. 

4. Credible: An effective elevator pitch explains why you are qualified to see the problem and to build your 

Solution. 

5. Conceptual: An effective elevator pitch stays at a fairly high level and does not go into too much 

unnecessary detail. 

6. Concrete: As much as is possible, an effective elevator pitch is also specific and tangible. 

7. Consistent: Every version of an effective elevator pitch conveys the same basic message. 

8. Customized: An effective elevator pitch addresses the specific interests and concerns of the audience. 

9. Conversational: Rather than being to close the deal, the goal of an elevator pitch is to just get the ball 

rolling; to start a conversation, or dialogue, with the audience. 

10. Creative: props, visual, use of other people 

 

The five P’s of an Effective Elevator Pitch 

 

1. Pain: So this process is like creating your value proposition, you need to start off by looking at the nasty 

horrible immediate problem – or ADVIL – that people wish to solve when considering you or your business. So 

we start by looking for the pain? You should also ask: What is the pain or problem that you plan to solve? 

 

The larger the pain, the more likely people are to give you money to take it away. Pain can come in many 

forms, but if your product or service saves time and money, that is a good start. In reality you also need to need 

a pain that needs in instant solution (like a headache that needs an Advil to stop it right now) as opposed to a 

pain that needs a vitamin to slowly get rid of it. Immediacy is very important. 

 

2. Premise: You have to explain in simple terms the premise of your business. Exactly what is it you do? For 

this, you need to be literal and to the point. It’s amazing how many people can’t articulate what they do in a 

single sentence. Keep it punchy, pithy and potent (yes more Ps). 

 

3. People: You need to talk about your people because entrepreneurship is a team game. Every investor says 

they look for a credible team rather than a good idea, and every customer says they buy from people not 

companies. 

 

4. Proof: Proof is the hardest element to provide. Why should anyone buy from you and not your competitors? 

The best proof is examples of your happy customers, in the form of relevant case studies. 

 

5. Purpose: Finally, you must provide your purpose, and the most important purpose of any business is to make 

money. 
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Networking Tips from Around the Web and Personal Experience 

 

BE A LONE RANGER: If you’re attending the event with people you already know well, such as colleagues 

and friends, don’t fall into the trap of sticking together for the whole event. Talking to people who you already 

know will lessen your chances of meeting new ones. To extricate yourself, deliberately sit next to someone you 

don’t know during a talk or a meal that takes place during the event. 

 

INFILTRATE A GROUP: This is a critical skill: Find the most animated group in the room and join in. Start by 

quickly making eye contact with someone from the periphery of the group, and then introduce yourself with a 

firm handshake. Ask an open-ended question, such as "What's your connection here?" There, you've just hooked 

up with the life of the party. 

 

GET THE LAY OF THE LAND: Observe group formations before choosing whom to approach. Look for 

people who are most likely to respond positively. These would be individuals standing alone who are waiting 

for someone to talk to, or groups of twos and threes that are open to new participants. You can see this in their 

body language: if they are facing outward, chances are they are having a casual conversation and would be 

happy for others to join in. 

 

STATION YOURSELF IN A “DESTINATION LOCATION”: near a registration table, the buffet or the bar. 

 

GET AN INTRO: “An intro is like an implicit endorsement, and the next time we meet, there will be that 

association and that context.”  

 

SPOT THE LONE WOLVES: The room is crowded, so look for people who are standing alone. “It’s harder to 

integrate into a group. Besides, individual contact is best; one-on-one makes for the most effective networking. 

Just make sure you smile as you approach.”  

 

ALWAYS GO TO THE PEOPLE STANDING ALONE: It’s easier to start a conversation with one person than 

with two or more. Use these people to start making introductions to others. 

 

ARIVE EARLY: That way, you take on what he calls "host physiology." If you're one of the first in the room, 

you can adopt the mindset of someone who is there to meet and greet, as opposed to walking into a room of 200 

people who are already talking to one another. 

 

ASK OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS: even the basic “how did you learn about this event?” Be a good listener. 

Before you go to a networking event, read up on some local news (positive) or what’s happening In business 

around. It gives you something to talk about. What do you think about?......... 

 

PRESS THE FLESH: When meeting others, be the first to extend her hand. “It’s an old protocol, a sign that 

you’re eager to interact,” Also, make sure to shake hands good-bye, especially if you’re a woman. “It’s not as 

natural a part of a woman’s repertoire as it is of a man’s, so a goodbye handshake will be memorable.”  

 

THE ART OF SCRAMMING POLITELY: Getting away from people is an art form. Practice, “oh look, there’s 

so and so I really need to catch them before they leave, or “there’s Joe, you’d like to meet Joe” Secret weapon: 

the cell phone, set your phone so one touch on it will set off an alarm. “I’m so sorry, I have to take this, I was 

expecting a really important call.” 

 

THE BUDDY SYSTEM: Go with someone you know, split up and start introducing yourselves to other people, 

get back together and intro people to your friend. Divide and conquer. 
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Tips courtesy of 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/deborahljacobs/2012/02/29/how-to-work-a-room-like-you-own-the-place/ 

http://www.toastmasters.org/ToastmastersMagazine/ToastmasterArchive/2009/June/Work-a-Room.aspx 

And professional experiences. 

 

The Perfect Handshake 

Declaring war on limp fish, bone crusher, politician and other types of handshakes, Chevrolet UK 

commissioned a study to determine the perfect handshake.  

 

After all, there's nothing more important to closing the deal in selling cars than the handshake: Professor 

Geoffrey Beattie, who worked on the project for Chevrolet, said: "The human handshake is one of the most 

crucial elements of impression formation and is used as a source of information for making a judgment about 

another person. "The rules for men and women are the same: right hand, a complete grip and a firm squeeze 

(but not too strong) in a mid-point position between yourself and the other person, a cool and dry palm, 

approximately three shakes, with a medium level of vigour, held for no longer than two to three seconds, with 

eye contact kept throughout and a good natural smile with a slow offset with, of course, an appropriate 

accompanying verbal statement, make up the basic constituent parts for the perfect handshake."  

 

Just so you know this is very serious business, Professor Beattie of the University of Manchester codified the 

perfect handshake into mathematical formula: 

 
(e) is eye contact (1=none; 5=direct) 5; (ve) is verbal greeting (1=totally inappropriate; 5=totally appropriate) 5; 

(d) is Duchenne smile - smiling in eyes and mouth, plus symmetry on both sides of face, and slower offset 

(1=totally non-Duchenne smile (false smile); 5=totally Duchenne) 5; (cg) completeness of grip (1=very 

incomplete; 5=full) 5; (dr) is dryness of hand (1=damp; 5=dry) 4; (s) is strength (1= weak; 5=strong) 3; (p) is 

position of hand (1=back towards own body; 5=other person's bodily zone) 3; (vi) is vigour (1=too low/too 

high; 5=mid) 3; (t) is temperature of hands (1=too cold/too hot; 5=mid) 3; (te) is texture of hands (5=mid; 1=too 

rough/too smooth) 3; (c) is control (1=low; 5=high) 3; (du) is duration (1= brief; 5=long) 3. 

 

Duchenne Smiling: A Duchenne smile engages the muscles around the mouth and eyes. 

Although many different types of smiles have been identified and studied, researchers (e.g. Freitas-Magalhães) 

have devoted particular attention to an anatomical distinction first recognized by French physician Guillaume 

Duchenne. While conducting research on the physiology of facial expressions in the mid-19th century, 

Duchenne identified two distinct types of smiles. A Duchenne smile involves contraction of both the zygomatic 

major muscle (which raises the corners of the mouth) and the orbicularis oculi muscle (which raises the cheeks 

and forms crow's feet around the eyes). A non-Duchenne smile involves only the zygomatic major muscle.[13] 

“Research with adults initially indicated that joy was indexed by generic smiling, any smiling involving the 

raising of the lip corners by the zygomatic major…. More recent research suggests that smiling in which the 

muscle around the eye contracts, raising the cheeks high (Duchenne smiling), is uniquely associated with 

positive emotion.”[14] 
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